Challenger fuse box

Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Dodge Challenger in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Challenger is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses
first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Dodges have
multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the
interior fuse box of your Challenger is located. If your Challenger has many options like a
sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have
multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in
question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your Challenger, make sure you replace it with
one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the
component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted
professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced
or if there is a short or some other problem with your Challenger. Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise
on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If you are leaking oil and
parking on your oil spots each night, the oil is breaking down your tires' rubber. Car companies
often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the
same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our
system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics.
The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to
get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part
and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Plug the oil leak. Replace your air filter! Isn't efficiency great? Checking
coolant hoses. Coolant hoses wear out over time and need to be replaced - check 'em early and
often. See all videos for the Dodge Challenger. We have a massive and growing video library,
but we don't have everything InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no
relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. This article
includes photographs of overheated Challenger Electric electrical panel components and cites a
historical connection between Challenger Electric Company and Federal Pacific Electric.
However the specific panel bus and breaker designs are different among those brands. This
photo of a discolored, overheated bus in a Challenger electrical panel was provided by Mark
Cramer, a Tampa Florida home inspector. The image illustrates the value of inspecting the
electrical panel with care: a casual scan might miss that discolored bus yellow arrow. Cramer
adds that currently some insurance companies will not write a homeowners or fire insurance
policy on homes served by a Challenger electrical panel. Below are additional field reports of
overheats and failures in Challenger electrical panels, including a report from Timothy Hemm.
This is the third Challenger panel I have discovered with this damage. Is there a design flaw or
could it be attributed to poor installation workmanship? Hemm can be contacted at , timhemm
yahoo. I agree completely with Doug Hansen and with the panel manufacturers that an electrical
panel in which you find evidence of bus overheating and damaged insulating material it is
reasonable to conclude that the panel is not safe, not repairable, and should be replaced. In
some cases it may be possible to retain the enclosure and install a replacement bus assembly.
However I emphasize that we do not have the same large body of failure data for Challenger
Electric products as we do for FPE Stab-Lok and some other products. The Challenger Electric
Panel photos provided just above and the Challenger circuit breaker photos below were
provided by a reader, Lee, who also found evidence of overheating: discolored bus bars photos
above in Challenger Electric panels and breakers. I've looked into this very sort of panel
damage with some FPE panels , under tutelage of the real expert, Dr. We saw that the bus
insulation was sorely compromised by overheating - in some cases when we disassembled the
panel the damage behind the components that you could see in-situ was far more severe. We
even found blobs of melted plastic on the bottom of the panel. While I suspect that some of
these failures are probably caused by overheating at the breaker to bus connection, which
might in turn argue that a breaker is not tripping when it should, we can't conclude the cause
for sure from just your photos. They're great but not comprehensive, nor do we know building
history, wiring snafus, etc. In sum to be "professional" we need to a bit reticent about asserting
cause when we don't have more data and more forensic analysis. Bottom line, whether you're
seeing a product defect or overheating caused by an installation error, it is reasonable to
conclude that the panels you're seeing with this symptom are unsafe and should be replaced.
Interestingly, the failure pattern and location is quite similar to bus overheating damage seen in
FPE panels. Doug and I may not see eye to eye on how to discuss that overheat damage, as I

think it's caused by a root problem of breakers that don't trip while I think Doug may consider it
a separate defect. He's been looking at FPE faults besides the fundamental one breakers that
don't trip in response to overcurrent for some time. One might reasonably suspect that some
engineers, designers, production line employees, and even equipment may have moved from
FPE to Challenger at that time. Thanks again for the photos, I'll be sure to add these to our
discussion of Challenger field reports and of course blame you for their origin. Any chance you
can get a hold of one of these panels? If so, clip the wires - don't disturb anything on the bus
assembly, and I'll ask that you send it either to me or directly to Dr. Aronstein if he's willing to
do some more through forensic work on the panel. About 2 years ago I sent you an email
regarding my Challenger panel that accepts Eaton Cutler Hammer type BR circuit breakers, and
wanted to let you know what happened recently. I was inspecting the panel and found that the
piece of bus that feeds the main bus that comes from the main breakers was very discolored.
After my electrician pulled out the old panel I pulled out the breaker and found that the Zinsco
bus was fine, and it seemed to me that the main problem with this panel design was the
underrated bus connections. I wanted to share with you some pictures.. The discoloration in
your photos most likely indicates overheating that could be for any of several reasons. An effect
can be corrosion, poor bus connections, and an increased risk that a breaker may not respond
properly to an over-current. I'm relieved that you replaced the panel. I work at home depot in the
electrical department and am always referring people to your website. I also am amazed at how
many people think it is ok to use any brand breaker in any panel, I think that might be another
helpful article if you haven't already done it on how using the wrong brand although it still fits
voids the manufacturer and UL listing and warranty. Photographs of this ca 's Challenger
electrical panel were provided by a licensed electrician in California who recommended
electrical panel replacement as the overheated panel and its circuit breakers were considered
unsafe. The electrician noted:. Notice the burning and discoloration on the buss bar on the line
and load side of the meter socket. It also carries on into the distribution side as well on the very
same phase That is an abnormal and unsafe condition as its likely to mean overcurrent have
been present without the breakers tripping. I suspect faulty circuit breakers in that case. Even
before condemning the panel based on brand and history data, the overheating is a serious red
flag and argues for replacement - something one would reportage advise. Adding the brand
adds emphasis. I've also found signs of overheating on local grounds when the utility
company's neutral connection is poor or lost. However even a loss of power on the utility side
of the meter and panel would not in any way I can see explain overheating on one leg of the
panel main bus nor in the panel itself. Eaton however wanted no part of that legacy, so they had
Challenger sell off that product line before the takeover. They sold it to a company called
Providence, [sic, actually "Provident Electric" - Ed. They now own the rights to sell that breaker
as a "Stab-Lok" replacement breaker. The name of that company changed to Federal Pioneer,
then later just Pioneer. Pioneer was then later bought by Schneider, who of course owns Sq. In
a huge fight over this, ACBC settled on giving up their production facility in South Carolina that
was making the breakers, in deference to Pioneer making them for them in Canada at a
guaranteed price. The Canadian version is made as grey, the US version is still black. The
Canadian grey versions still make it here on the "grey market" ironically and are exactly the
same beside the color of the plastic. If you see Stab-Lok breakers that still say Challenger on
them, they are old stock, as in pre Challenger, as a brand name now owned by Eaton, has no
official connection to that product any longer. But they do not have the rights to the name
"Stab-Lok", so you will not see it on their version. Above: corrosion and possible overheating at
connectors in a Westinghouse - Challenger electrical panel. I have a more urgent situation for a
neighbor of mine besides my reputation being on the line it's always a matter of property and
lives at stake not being a licensed electrician, plumber,heating guy. He is too close for comfort
as well. It's a Westinghouse? That name jumped out at me. I've heard of it but while on the job I
just couldn't remember exactly, no their not stab-locks. He complained of slowly losing power
at receptacles and burning out incandescent bulbs quite too often. Ok bad grounds, no
problem. His utility ground spike clamp was loose from someone doing siding and forgot to
remember something safety hazard wise-how stupid. He had normal for a wet basement
corrosion on the ground buss bar-why do they not make the screws out of aluminum too I don't
know why but we all know 3 dissimilar metals just don't work together nicely in O 2. Is it too
much to ask for when being installed by the installer is to put noalox [antixoidant] on most if not
all connections?. I further investigated aluminum corrosion in the main breaker leg holes and
discolored lug strip on one side. This didn't look right and [that is] the reason i'm contacting
you about this. I might have asked you or someone else if over time do breakers become more
sensitive or less to trip on overload. It was always something I wondered about. I looked at
some breaker time to trip charts and was amazed to see that some don't trip quick enough.

Above: labels on Challenger circuit breakers. The 30A breaker was an example of over-fusing,
an un-safe condition. Anyway I await final advice from you before I put this panel back in
service. Tightened everything very snugly. I believe I read somewhere that pushing breakers on
and off the lugs to establish a clean contact creates scratches that may cause arcing,is this
true? I would assume so if they are dry and corroded. I can't get to trace, test or label anything
on the panel when the house contents prevent me from doing so-he is a packrat living in a
dilapidated house. He hasn't had a refrigerator for a year or so now. That burned out from lack
of maintenance and could have most definitely contributed to the overheated situation.. So my
best educated decision would be to either replace the main breaker or break the common trip
bar out and keep whatever the double pole breaker is off and maybe replace all the breakers too
and get the right size breakers for some. He had some 30 ampers with 15 amp wiring-my God!
The thing too is he said he only like needs one or 2 rooms of power. Not in his basement
shop,garage. He needs lighting though I don't know what is what. I 'm in doubt over my use of
noalox and the breakers. I 'm also thinking of splitting up the load evenly with the breakers.
Also i'm a little confused as to does he have a or amp panel and main? I know that when it's all
plugged in and running that the panel should not hum at all. Hhe last 2 breaker pics have one
breaker over heating and the others corroded. Also I bought this meter and a pair of protected
very high volt gloves here for a insanely low price and don't how to use it,would it help with
finding out the condition and errors of wiring downstream? Any help ASAabsolutelyP would
greatly be appreciated please. Continuing: I'm not sure if i need to replace the main only or all
breakers including the main. The overheated situation i've determined by reading your article on
it tells me that a breaker or main is to blame for not tripping, which one? I think I was in a rush
to comprehend it all. Also these are challenger breakers. They might not perform well and this is
a Westinghouse panel box. I need to get this old man back into his house again by giving him
power first then onto his Lennox pulse furnace situation, i don't know if there is a problem with
it or not. I am also confused about this main is this a or a amp breaker? I either didn't see any or
haven't gotten to any that explains about house wiring insulation resistance tests. And if it does
i could only do v or higher. Not really meeting my needs for residential testing. Are there testers
out there to check house wire insulation health? I've been boggled in the past when i've gotten
stray voltages when i would turn the light switch,etc off. I don't remember exactly if it was off
the hot or neutral but they would range from like say 25 or lower volts. I call it 'bleeding' over. I
don't know but i do have some mind boggling questions that would happen to me on the job
that I could never figure out. Watch out : working on electrical wiring if you are not trained and
qualified has, as you may realize, risks of fire, injury, death by electrocution, and depending on
where you live, the lesser hazard of code violations. Your panel photos are not sharp enough
for me to see the details of your main breaker, but it would be very very unusual to find a A
breaker in such a panel, nor do your entry mains look nearly big enough for that amperage, nor
do we normally find residential panels in that amperage range. A close look at the breaker will
almost always show the amps rating. There will be labels in the panel giving its specifications
too. In your photos I see signs of significant water entry or condensation, wet components,
corrosion, and overheating. These conditions alone are sufficient to damage the electrical panel
rendering it unreliable and thus unsafe, independent of any innate reliabilty issues with
Challenger panels and breakers. You also report a history of failures to trip on one or more of
the Challenger circuit breakers, though with a panel in this condition we can't know, without
independent tests, if the no-trips are due to a product defect or due to moisture and corrosion.
Watch out : Your suggestions of sanding bus connections and using antixoidant on bus,
breaker, or wire connections might get some circuits "working" again but these steps are
inadquate and unsafe. There remain significant safety concerns:. Photo: corrosion at the
aluminum service entry wires in this Westinghouse - Challenger electrical panel. Watch out :
This Westinghouse - Challenger electrical panel and its breakers are all, in my opinion, unsafe,
unreliable, and should be replaced in entirety. Not only is there visible overheating and
significant corrosion, possibly some arcing and bus burns, but one cannot have confidence that
individual circuit breakers, exposed to corrosion and bus damage and overheating, will then trip
properly in response to an overcurrent or short circuit should one occur. Thus the panel and its
breakers are not giving the protection they were intended to provide against fire or electrical
shock. With the electrical panel and breakers replaced and circuit connections to it re-made,
you still need to find and correct the source of basement moisture or the new panel risks being
similarly damaged and unsafe. It would help me write up and use the information and also help
me to comment to help you further if I could see some sharp photos of. Your idea of testing
house wire insulation integrity is an interesting one. But given the conditions in your
photographs and email report, there are more immediate and serious unsafe conditions as
we've already cited. But if you are getting stray voltages, in my view the place to start is with

tracing individual circuits to find where there is a wiring error or actual physical damage on that
circuit. We should start troubleshooting by first ruling out the most-common trouble sources.
An example I've found is over-tightened BX cable clamps that also were missing their interior
plastic guard have resulted ion cutting into the wire and shorting hot to neutral, hot to ground,
and neutral to ground. A hot to neutral and hot to ground should trip a breaker. GFCI protection
will often detect the third of those problems. If you have or come across photos or
documentation of product specifications for those products that would be helpful to add here.
Can you give the approximate dates of those observations? Try the search box just below, or if
you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond
promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains
an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting
will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us!
Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Jess Aronstein,
electrical engineer, Poughkeepsie, NY, forensic engineering services, independent laboratory
testing for various agencies protune aol. Carson is a home inspection professional, educator,
researcher, writer, and a principal of Carson Dunlop Associates, a Toronto home inspection and
education firm. Carl Grasso, Esq. Grasso is an attorney who managed a plaintiff's class action
litigation against Federal Pacific Electric in New Jersey. Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson
Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing material.
The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain their
home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume. Tags:
electrical , electrical wiring or panel upgrade. Challenger was a popular manufacturer of
electrical panels and other electrical products during the '80s and '90s. Thousands of homes
were equipped with Challenger electrical panels, but the brand was later discontinued once
people realized that the panels were melting under normal conditions. A melted electrical panel
can be incredibly dangerous, so many homeowners whose homes were manufactured more
than two decades ago find themselves in need of replacement panels. This Reply! The most
obvious benefit of the Challenger panels was that they were easy to install. Challenger panels
were nearly ubiquitous. It was not uncommon for homes to have a Challenger breaker switch,
circuit fuse and other electrical and wiring products. When it comes to electrical wiring, safety
is absolutely important, and these products performed well under most circumstances.
However, as many homeowners would later find out, the products were deeply flawed during
the manufacturing process and not considered up to the general safety standards for home
electrical products. Challenger products did not always feature the brand name. Many of them
were labeled as GTE-Sylvania. Homeowners should first try to locate products in their breaker
panels with this brand name. It is quite likely that any such products will need to be replaced
right away. It is recommended that you do not try to do this by yourself, as wiring electrical
problems can be dangerous. It takes professional expertise to install wiring properly and safely,
so locating a licensed contractor for an estimate on replacing the faulty product is usually the
best idea. Electrical how to guides are generally not sufficient to perform this type of work.
Challenger products often came with a warranty and the company did a fairly good job at
honoring their product guarantees. More than anything else, this is a major safety concern in
older homes. If it says Challenger on it, schedule an appointment with an electrical contractor. It
would be better to be wrong about the model that you have in your home than to have it start a
fire or cause injury. Wiring a circuit is a difficult process, and it turns out that the circuit
breakers used in the Challenger electrical panels were faulty, causing the circuits to short out
and overheat under normal circumstances. Challenger electrical panels were known for their
relatively low price point. Compared to other manufacturers of the day, it was a great brand in
terms of affordability and quality. Unfortunately, the bad wiring of the circuit breakers wound up
costing many homeowners far more than they saved with their initial purchase. These faulty
breakers wound up being sold to many other brands besides Challenger and GTE-Sylvania and
caused many recalls to take place around the country. It is estimated that hundreds of
thousands of homes used these faulty products and many of those were affected by the
overheating malfunction. Now that you know the basics of Challenger electrical panels,
including the failure of the brand, safety concerns and general pricing, you can make an
informed decision on whether or not to replace this product in your home. When you're ready
for a new electrical panel, hire qualified electrical contractors. A Buyerlink Service. All Rights
Reserved. Follow QualitySmith. Articles Home Challenger electrical panels: pros, cons and
costs Challenger electrical panels: pros, cons and costs Tags: electrical , electrical wiring or
panel upgrade Challenger electrical panels are on fire! Really â€” check your panel today since
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